REQUEST FOR
EXPRESSION OF INTEREST (EOI)

HIRING OF MANAGEMENT FIRM FOR CARRYING OUT TEST OF CANDIDATES FOR RECRUITMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS (EDUCATORS) IN PUNJAB.

Government of the Punjab is committed to ensure 100% enrollment & retention of all students between the ages of 5 to 16 years and provide them Quality Education, under its Constitutional obligation. Besides other initiatives, one of the initiatives under Punjab Education Sector Project-II (PESP-II) is to fill in all the vacant posts of teachers. The Chief Minister, Punjab has also stressed the need to recruit High Quality Teachers to impart Quality Education under PESP-II to accomplish the objective.

As per Vision of the Chief Minister Punjab, Schools Education Department is planning to recruit about 30,000 High Quality trained / qualified Graduate / Post Graduate Teachers of Science, Mathematics; English etc. (subject based) in near future. It has been decided that prior to the submission of applications, by the eligible candidates for the vacant posts of School Teachers (Educators), the interested candidate has to undergo/appear in a Test to be conducted by the Management firm to be hired/appointed by Schools Education Department.

For the purpose, EOIs are invited from the management firms/interested Organizations/institutions having reputable Testing System experience and capable to test candidates/applicants approximately one lac all over the Punjab in shortest possible span/limited time (may be in 3-months maximum).

**Evaluation Criteria:** EOIs received in response to this advertisement will be evaluated as per the following Evaluation Criteria:

i. Company profile must be a certified body from National Accreditation Council for Teacher Education.

ii. Corporate capacity: have capability to conduct tests at every district headquarter in Punjab. Evidence of Field presence must be enclosed with EOI.

iii. Detail of similar works/assignments already completed. At least 5-years experience to test candidates for Academia and Social Sector and should be
capable to test at least one hundred thousands candidates within 03 months. Proof of experience of such volume of testing; must be submitted with EOI.

iv. Delivery mechanism: how the firm will conduct the test of the given number of candidates with proper methodology

v. Financial stability certificate.

A consulting firm may associate with other firms in the form of a joint venture or a subconsultancy to enhance their qualifications and skills etc.

Further information can be obtained from the office of Additional Secretary (Schools), Govt. of the Punjab, Schools Education Department, Old P&D Building, Civil Secretariat, Lahore during office hours i.e. 0800 to 1600 Monday to Friday.

Expression of interest must be delivered in a written form and in a sealed envelope supported with all necessary details completed in all respects must reach in the O/O Additional Secretary (Schools), Govt. of the Punjab, Schools Education Department, Old P&D Building, Civil Secretariat, Lahore. (Ph: 042-99210055) by July 30, 2013. Firms will be pre-qualified as per above given evaluation criteria. Hiring of the Firm will be carried out as per PPRA Rules.
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HIRING OF MANAGEMENT FIRM FOR CARRYING OUT TEST OF CANDIDATES FOR RECRUITMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS (EDUCATORS) IN PUNJAB.

Government of the Punjab is committed to ensure 100% enrollment & retention of all students between the ages of 5 to 16 years and provide them Quality Education, under its Constitutional obligation. Besides other initiatives, one of the initiatives under Punjab Education Sector Project-II (PESP-II) is to fill in all the vacant posts of teachers. The Chief Minister, Punjab has also stressed the need to recruit High Quality Teachers to impart Quality Education under PESP-II to accomplish the objective.

As per Vision of the Chief Minister Punjab, Schools Education Department is planning to recruit about 30,000 High Quality trained / qualified Graduate / Post Graduate Teachers of Science, Mathematics; English etc. (subject based) in near future. It has been decided that prior to the submission of applications, by the eligible candidates for the vacant posts of School Teachers (Educators), the interested candidate has to undergo/appear in a Test to be conducted by the Management firm to be hired/appointed by Schools Education Department.

For the purpose, EOIs are invited from the management firms/interested Organizations/institutions having reputable Testing System experience and capable to test candidates/applicants approximately one lac all over the Punjab in shortest possible span/limited time (may be in 3-months maximum).

**Evaluation Criteria:** EOIs received in response to this advertisement will be evaluated as per the following Evaluation Criteria:

i. Company profile must be a certified body from National Accreditation Council for Teacher Education.

ii. Corporate capacity: have capability to conduct tests at every district headquarter in Punjab. Evidence of Field presence must be enclosed with EOI.

iii. Detail of similar works/assignments already completed. At least 5-years experience to test candidates for Academia and Social Sector and should be capable to test at least
one hundred thousands candidates within 03 months. Proof of experience of such volume of testing; must be submitted with EOI.

iv. Delivery mechanism: how the firm will conduct the test of the given number of candidates with proper methodology

v. Financial stability certificate.

A consulting firm may associate with other firms in the form of a joint venture or a subconsultancy to enhance their qualifications and skills etc.

Further information can be obtained from the office of Additional Secretary (Schools), Govt. of the Punjab, Schools Education Department, Old P&D Building, Civil Secretariat, Lahore during office hours i.e. 0800 to 1400 Monday to Friday.

Expression of interest must be delivered in a written form and in a sealed envelope supported with all necessary details completed in all respects must reach in the O/O Additional Secretary (Schools), Govt. of the Punjab, Schools Education Department, Old P&D Building, Civil Secretariat, Lahore. (Ph: 042-99210055) by July 28, 2013. Firms will be pre-qualified as per above given evaluation criteria. Hiring of the Firm will be carried out as per PPRA Rules.
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